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1. Let G be a connected reductive group over C and let 4 (or gf) be the 
variety of Bore1 subgroups of G which contain gE G. Recently, Lusztig [6] has 
defined representations of W, the Weyl group of G, on the cohomology groups 
of 4 by using DGM-extensions (middle intersection cohomology groups [3]). 
But, as will be seen later, these representations of W extend to those of fi, the 
modified affine Weyl group of G (see Section 3 for the definition of I@. In this 
paper, we shall show how to decompose the @-representation in the top 
cohomology, so that all irreducible representations of @are obtained (cf. [5,9, 
101). 
2. First we review Lusztig’s construction of W-representations [6; Section 
31. Fix a maximal torus T and a Bore1 subgroup B (1 T) of G. We denote by 
W=N&T)/T, the Weyl group of (G, 7). Let G,, be the open subset of G con- 
sisting of all regular semisimple elements. Put Gr, = {(x, B’) IXE G,,, B’E 9J”!,>. 
Then Gr, is a principal W-bundle by the projection PC,, : G,,+G,, . In fact, for 
any (x, B? E 6;, , there exists a unique pair (s,g7’)~ Treg x G/T satisfying 
(gs, gB) = (x, B’) where T reg = Tn G,, . 1 So the Weyl group W acts on 4, from the 
right hand side by (gs,gB)w= ( s, 8 gn@)B) (WE W, ~(w)ENG(T) such that 
n(w)T= w; SE Treg, g E G). Obviously this W-action commutes with the natural 
* Supported in part by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research. 
’ We use the notation %=gsg-’ and gB=gEg-‘. 
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conjugation action of G on G,,. Hence W acts on the locally constant sheaf 
~=PG,~&$ on G2 
Let “Y be the DGM (Deligne-Goresky-MacPherson)-extension of Y to G. 
This is a complex of sheaves of c-vector spaces on G (more precisely, an object 
of the derived category of bounded complexes) functorially determined by % 
The complex “Yis characterized up to isomorphism (in the derived category) by 
the following properties (see [3] for details): 
(i) The cohomology sheaves Xi(nY) of “Y are constructible. 
(ii) @“‘(“Y) is zero for ic0, and its support has codimension > i for i>O. 
(iii) “Y is self-dual in the derived category. 
(iv) “.Y[ o,, (the restriction of “Y to Gr,) is equivalent to the complex reduced 
to Y in degree 0. 
Thus W naturally acts on “Y, hence on #(KY). By the construction, the 
actions of G and W commute, i.e., we have the commutative diagram 




for x, ge G and WE W. Here &(nY) is the stalk of @(“Y) at g. On the other 
hand, it is known [6] that 
(2.2) “f= iRpp(Cc) 
whereG={(x,B’)lxeG,B’E S&) andp o : &G is the canonical projection. In 
particular we have 
(2.3) 2&v) =H’( .9$, C) 
(the right hand side of (2.3) is the i-th cohomology group of g8 over C). From 
now on, we shall regard Hi( 4) =H’( gg, c) as a (left) W-module by using the 
anti-automorphism w- w- *. Hence (2.1), (2.3) and the homotopy argument 
show that Hi( 9’) has a C(g) x W-module structure, where C(g) = ZG(g)/ZG(g)o 
(Zo(g)O is the identity component of Z&g), the centralizer of g). 
Now we consider an element g E G satisfying the following condition: 
(2.4) Let g = su be the Jordan decomposition of g; s is semisimple, u is 
unipotent. Then SE T. 
Put M= Zo(.Q”. The group M is a connected reductive group containing T and 
g. We put W,=N,(T)/T, the Weyl group of (M, 7’). As stated above, we can 
give a WM-module structure on Hi(@) with respect to T and Z&,,=snM (a 
Bore1 subgroup of M). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. As W-modules, 
Wi( %‘f) = Ind (Hi( @) 1 W,, W) 
’ For any topological space X, C, denotes the constant sheaf on X. 
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where the right hand side denotes the W-module induced from the WM-module 
H’(e). 
PROOF. Let A (resp. AM) be the root system of G (resp. M) contained in X(T), 
the character group of T. Let C[7J be the coordinate ring of T. We identify 
C[T] with the group algebra C[X(T)]. Define an element c(M) E C[7J by 
Evidently c(M) is WM-invariant, hence c(M)EC[T]~J+J=C[T/W~], the 
coordinate ring of the quotient variety T/W,. Let XM : M+ T/WM be the 
invariant morphism of M, the morphism defined by the well-known iso- 
morphism C[A41”r;C[ T] wM. Put 
M,=X$(ftE T/wMlC(hf)(t)#o}). 
Then A4, is open dense in M, MC > G,, fU4 and h4,3 g. We consider p& ‘(MC) = 
{(x,B’) IxE&, B’E %‘f}, a subvariety of G. Note that, for (x,B’)~p;‘(&), 
there exists an element w of W (unique up to the left multiplication by WM) 
satisfying ‘@)B = mB’ for some m EM. The left WM-coset determined by this w is 
denoted by w(x, B?. Since p&$l4,) = {(x, B&) IXE MC, BYE gXM}, this remark 
implies the following claim (cf. [12; Section 61): 
(2.6) The morphism v/ :p~‘(Me)+p~‘(MC) x WM\ Wgiven by 
(x,B?r((x,B’nM),~(x,B?) 
is a M-equivariant isomorphism, where A4 acts on pG ‘(IQ and p&‘(M,) (resp. 
WM \ W) by conjugation (resp. trivial action). 
In fact, the inverse of w is given by 
((x, Bh), W - (x, m. - ‘no(w)B) 
where m. is an element of A4 such that moBh= BM and no(w) is an element of 
No(T) which represents the unique element z of the left WM-coset KJ such that 
z-‘(d,&)Cd + (the positive root systems are chosen with respect to B and BM). 
Obviously this map is well-defined. 
Let YM be the locally constant sheaf on M,, as before, on which W, acts. 
Note that it4,, nA4, = G,, fU4. Let “FM be the DGM-extension of SM to M. In 
order to prove 2.5, it is sufficient to show that xFIMC and 
Ind Pf”I~cl WM, WI: =“~“I~c@lc[wM~Q=[Wl 
are W-isomorphic in the derived category. But (2.2), (2.6) and the proper base 
change theorem show that these two complexes are isomorphic (without W- 
action). On the other hand, the restrictions of these complexes to G,,nM are 
W-isomorphic since the former (resp. the latter) is isomorphic to 51 o,,oM 
(resp. YM 1 d,,n,+&tw~lC[ WI). Hence the uniqueness and the functoriality of 
DGM-extensions (see [3; 3.4, 3.51) imply the proposition. 
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which arises from the Grothendieck simultaneous resolution (see, e.g. [8]). 
Here Xo is the invariant morphism of G, no the natural quotient morphism and 
0, the morphism defined by 
&((gx,g@) =x, (g E G, XE B with its semisimple part x, E 7’). 
Consider the C-valued function A.& on G for A EX(T). From the diagram 
(3.1), we can see easily that 1. eo is locally constant on .!gg (C G) for all gE G. 
Hence we may regard A E X( T) as a sheaf homomorphism of the constant sheaf 
on SYg via the multiplication by 3,. 0,. In this way cohomology groups W’(gg) 
for g E G and i r 0 can afford X( 7’)module structures. 
Let us examine the X(T)-module structure on H’( ~7~) more precisely. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume the condition (2.4) for g=su since 
the G-action and the X(T)-action commute as in (2.1). Then, by (2.6), we have 
for A EX(T), BYE @ and for r~ = WMw (here W acts on X(T) naturally). This 
shows that if we identify H’(S?J with H’(@)@C[ WM\ W] (24, A acts on 
Hi(ggM)@iy as a scalar multiplication by (w(A.))(.s). Let @ (resp. I&) be the 
semidirect product of W (resp. WM) by X(T). We call this m the modified 
affine Weyi group of G. (When G is a semisimple group of adjoint type, @is 
the affine Weyl group of the type dual to A in the usual sense). Clearly the 
actions of X(T) and WM on H’( @) are compatible, i.e., H’( Bs”) becomes a 
m,-module. Thus, by 2.5, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Under the actions of W and X(T) on H’(.%“) defined 
before, Hi( $) becomes a m-module. More precisely, 
H’( 4) 2: Ind (H’(e) ( PM, @). 
as p-modules. 
We note that the cohomology groups H’( 4) for g E G, ir 0 are actually 
C(g) x p-modules. 
4. For any group X, we denote by Irr (X) the set of equivalence classes of 
(finite dimensional) irreducible representations of X over C. For simplicity, we 
denote an irreducible X-module (or a representation of X, X+GL(n, C) for 
some n) corresponding to u E Irr (X) by the same letter o (this should cause no 
confusion). 
Now we can state the main result of this paper. 
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THEOREM 4.1. For ge G, decompose the C(g) x W-module Hzd@(BJ 
(d(g) = dim 4) as 
where H&g, o) : = Homc(,,(o, H”@(S$J) is a W-module, the o-isotypicpart of 
Hti@)(S&,). Then we have: 
(i) H&g, a) is an irreducible W-module if H&g, a) # 0. 
(ii) Put C ={(g,a)\g~G; aEIrr(C(g)) such that Ho(g,a)#O}. For 
(&,ai)E C (i=l,% fb(&39al)‘~c(&,ad if and only if (gl,al) and 
(g2, a2) are conjugate under the natural conjugate action of G on 1. 
(iii) The map 4 : C /G-tIrr (W) induced by (g, a) y (the class of H&g, a)) is a 
bijection.3 
In the rest of this paper, we shall give a proof of this theorem. 
5. In this section, we give some preliminary lemmas related to the Clifford 
theory [2]. 
The first one is known as Wigner’s little group method (see, e.g. [7; 8.21). We 
note that Irr (X(T)) = Horn (X(T), C”) = T. For s E T, let us denote by W, the 
stabilizer of s in Wand put pS = WS~ X(T). 
LEMMA 5.1. (i) ForsE Tandfore E Irr (W,), s@e isan irreducible WS-module 
((s@e)(wKA): =A(s)e(w)for WE W,andA~X(T))andInd(s@eI WS, W)isan 
irreducible W-module. 
(ii) For siE T and for Qie Irr ( WSi) (i= 1,2), Ind (~1 @@I 1 wS,, p) = 
Ind (s2 Be2 1 WS,, W) if and only if (sl, el) and (s2, e2) are W-conjugate. 
(iii) The map {(s, Q) 1 s E T, Q E Irr ( W,)}/ W+Irr ( W) induced by (s, Q) - (the 
class of Ind (S@Q 1 W& W)) is a bijection. 
Next we recall the theory of projective representations of finite groups (see, 
e.g. [4; $0 23-241 for reference). Let X be a finite group and let Y be a normal 
subgroup. We put A =X/Y, the factor group. The group X acts on Irr (Y) by 
conjugation a rXa (x E X; a E Irr (Y)). Here xa E Irr (Y) is given by Xa(y) = 
a(x- ‘yx) for y E Y. For a E Irr (Y), let us denote by X, the inertia group of a in 
X:X,=(xEXIa=Xa}.ClearlyX,>Y. WeputA,=X,/Y.Thenaextendsto 
a projective representation a-of X,. We fix such a-for each aE Irr (Y). This a- 
defines a Cx-valued 2-cocycle c(a-) of A, which represents the cohomology 
class [a] of H2(&, C”) (the Schur multiplier of A,) defined by a. Let 
@[&,~(a’)-‘] be the twisted group algebra of A, associated to the 2-cocycle 
c(a-)-’ (see [4; 23.71; this is a semisimple algebra). Every irreducible repre- 
sentation of C[A,, c(a-)- ‘1 naturally defines an irreducible projective repre- 
3 In general, if a group X acts on a set S, we denote by S/X the set of X-orbits in Sunless otherwise 
stated. We often identify S/X with a subset of S consisting of a system of representative elements 
for all X-orbits. 
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sentation of A, whose 2-cocycle is given by ~(a-))‘, and vice versa. Two irre- 
ducible C[A,, ~(a’)- ‘]-modules are isomorphic if and only if the corresponding 
two projective representations are equivalent (or strictly equivalent in the sense 
of [2; p. 5451). Let us denote by Irr (&,~(a-)-‘) the set of equivalence classes 
of irreducible C[A,, c(o-)- ‘]-modules (or corresponding equivalence classes of 
projective representations of A,). Then we have the following result due to 
Clifford [2] (see also [4; Q 171). 
LEMMA 5.2. (i) For o E Irr (Y) and for o E Irr (A,, ~$a’)- *), the projective 
representation w@a- of X,, is actually an ordinary representation and 
Ind (w @ 0-1 X,, X) is irreducible. 
(ii) For 0;~ Irr (Y)/X andfor ORE Irr (&,c(o;)-I) (i= 1,2), 
Ind (WI O~ilX,,,X)=Ind (e@az’l X,,,X) 
if and only if o1 = a2 and w1 = w2. 
(iii) Any irreducible representation of X can be obtained as in (i) for some 
Q E Irr (Y)/X and o E Irr (A,, ~-(a-)- ‘). 
Let Z be another finite group on which the group A =X/Y acts. Consider the 
semidirect products AK Z and XMZ (X acts on Z via the quotient map 
rr : X+A). We regard XKZ as a subgroup of Xx (AK Z) by the injection 
XD<Z+XX(AO<Z) given by XKZ-(x,(K(x)Ixz)) (xEX, ZEZ). Suppose that 
aEIrr (Y) and rEIrr (Z) are normalized by A, i.e., A,=A,=A. Moreover 
assume the following: 
(5.3) The Y x Z-module &IT extends to a XK Z-module (OKIT)- (namely 
(aQr)-1 y~~=dzT). 
The condition (5.3) is equivalent to the condition [r] = - [a] in H2(A, C”). In 
this situation, we may choose a-and r-so that the restriction of the projective 
representation aEl r-of X x (AK Z) to Xo< Z is isomorphic to (ORI r): (Hence in 
particular c(r-) =~(a-)-‘.) Noting that WE Irr (A,c(a-)-I) if and only if 
W*E Irr (A,c(s-)-I) (w* is the “contragredient” of w, i.e., w*(a)=‘w(a)-’ for 
aeA), we get 
LEMMA 5.4. With the notation as above, we have 
Ind ((oIE3r)-[XKZ,XX(AD(Z))= w.,rr~?~o-~-,)(WOQ-)Q(W*OS-). 
PROOF. By the Frobenius reciprocity, 
dim Hom,,(,,,,(Ind ((&IT)-), (woo-)El(w*@~-)) 
=dim HomxKz((aKlr)-, (wElw*)@(aVr-)) 
rdim HomA(lA,w@w*)=dim HomA(w,w)=l 
for w E Irr (A, ~(a’)-‘). But the dimensions of both sides in 5.4 are equal. Thus 
the lemma. 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. In order to prove the theorem, it suffices to 
consider the elements of G which satisfy (2.4). Let g be an element of G as in 
(2.4). Put 
Then R normalizes W, and W, = R. W, (semidirect product). It is known that 
Zc(s)/M=R (M=Zc(s)o), see, e.g. [ll; 3.5. Proposition 41. Let R(u) be the 
subgroup of R defined by 
R(u) = {w E R 1 ‘@“)u and u are conjugate in M}. 
Since Z,(g) = Z,(s) n Z&), we have Z,(g) D Z&u) and Z&)/Z&) = R(u). 
We may regard C&U) : = Z,&)/Z,&U)~ as a normal subgroup of C(g). Hence 
C(g)/&,(u) = R(u). 
As Z,(s) acts on M by conjugation, each y E Z,(s) defines a map H’( 9$)-+ 
H’( $t) (m EM) which we denote by the same letter y. Moreover, for w E I&, 
we have 
(6.1) y. w=jQw.y : Hi(@)+Hi(99$ 
where j denotes the canonical surjection Z&s)+R. (This follows from the 
definition of the I&-action on H’(.%7{); cf. (2.1).) Let j. : C(g)+R(u) be the 
surjection induced by j. As R(u) operates on I&, by conjugation, we can 
construct a semidirect product C(g)Dc I&,,. Then (6.1) shows that H’(e) has a 
C(g)D( F&-module structure. As for H’(9$), the action of C(g) is given as 
follows: Since Z&s) normalizes M,, the action of y 01 E Z,(s)) onpG ‘(A4,) given 
by (x,B’) - (J’x,YB’) ((x, Z3’) EP~ ‘(M,)) is transformed into the action 
onP&‘(&) x W,\ W by the map w in (2.6). Here jQ)w(x,B’) is a left WM-coset 
since jQ) normalizes WM. Hence if we regard C(g)o< I&,, as a subgroup of 
C(g) x R(u)* Pi&c C(g) x w by the correspondence XK w-(x, jo(x)w) as in 
Section 5, we have a refinement of 3.2: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. As C(g) x p-modules, 
H’( 4) = Ind (H’( 9:) 1 C(g) D< I&, C(g) x m). 
Note that H’(J$~) =s@H’(e) as C(g)r% I&modules where s (= the semi- 
simple part of g) denotes here the l-dimensional OK &-module and 
H’( fl) is the C(g)o< F&-module with trivial X(T)-action (recall 5.1). But 
concerning the C,,,&) x I&-module structure of @‘(fl) (d= dim @= 
dim 9Yg = d(g)), we know the following proposition (see [ 11). 
Let G+ be the set of all unipotent elements in G and put C “nip = pr- i(GUnip), 
where pr : 1 +G is the natural projection (see 4.1). 
PROPOSITION 6.3. For g E Gunip and for C unip, (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.1 are 
valid. Moreover, with respect to the natural inclusion Irr ( W)c*Irr (@) induced 
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by the isomorphism m/X(T) = W, the map 4 in Theorem 4.1 (iii) induces a 
bijection CU,,ip/G?Irr (W). 
We note here that C(g)p< WM~ CM(u) x WM. Let r be an element of 
Irr(Cdu)) such that W&u, r)#O. Then &I&&, r) is a C&u) X W,U- 
irreducible constituent of H”( $). We put C(g), = (XE C(g) ) T=~T} (the inertia 
group of r in C(g)) and R(u),=jc(C(g),). Owing to 6.3, it is easily seen that 
R(u),. W, (resp. C(g)& WM) is the inertia group of H&u, r) in W, (resp. of 
rQHM(u, T) in C(g)K W,). 
LEMMA 6.4. The CM(u) x WM-module rBlH,+&, r) extends to a C(g)& W,- 
module (rMHM(u, r))-for any 7~ Irr (C&u))/C(g), and we have 
H2d(~f)= 0 Ind ((7~JH,&, r))‘l C(g)& WM, C(gW WM) rE Irr (C&))/ag) 
as C(g) K WM-modules. 
PROOF. Consider the C(g)p< WM-module H”(Bf). Its restriction to the 
normal subgroup CM(u) x WM is decomposed as 
Hod= @ rQH,(u, 3 TE Irr (C‘&) 
and is multiplicity free (6.3). Hence the lemma is an immediate consequence 
of 5.2. 
Now apply 5.3 to X= C(g),, Y= CM(u) and Z = WM. Then we obtain 
i 
Ind ((~QHM(K r))‘l CW,~ WM, CO, x W),- WM) = 
(6.5) = wEIrr(R$ ~~-)_,,(~O~-)Q(~*OHM(U,~)-). 
T’ 
Here we used the same notation as in 5.2 and 5.3: For example, r-and HM(u, r)- 
are projective representations of C(g), and R(u),. W, respectively such that 
rflH~(u, T)“/ c(~),~c wM = (%&‘A&, 5)): Since 
H”( .%?r> = Ind (SO H2d( !ZfF) ) C(g) D< I&, C(g) x @) 
= 0 Ind (s@(rQH~(u, TN-1 C(gW rM, C(g) x @) I-E Irr (C&WC(s) 
by 6.2 and 6.4, we have finally 
(6.6) 
H”(Q= @ 0 Ind (0 0 5-l C(g),, CO) 
TE In (C,&))/C(g) wclrr (R(u),&-)-‘) 
I ElInd (s@(o*@HM(u, r)‘) II?(u),. @M, @). 
Note that 
Ind (s@(o*@HM(u, T)-) /R(u),* WM, @) 
=Ind (s@Ind (o*@H~(u, r)-jR(u),- W, W,) ( K, @). 
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Thus lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 show that the all C(g) x P-modules which appear as 
summands in the right hand side of (6.6) are irreducible. This proves (i) of 
Theorem 4.1. The other statements (ii) and (iii) can be easily checked using 5.1, 
5.2, 6.3 and (6.6). 
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